
On the next page you'll
find some brilliant

activities!

Thinker: My Puppy Poet and Me is a unique
collection of poems about the friendship between

a young boy and his dog.
Download your own illustration!

Talk about the story 

What would you do if your pet could 

Imagine you were a puppy poet  - what
would your poems be about? Think about
perspective!
try reciting eloise Greenfield's poetry in
different ways. think about speed, rhythm
and beat.

        speak to you? 

https://tinyowl.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Thinker-poster.pdf


Activities
Activity 1

Activity 3

Activity 2 Activity 4

Create your own puppy poet!
Ever wondered how illustrators
create their wonderful art?
Join fantastic Iranian artist
Ehsan Abdollahi, as he shows you
how to make your very own
collage puppy poet!

Watch Ehsan's how-to video here

Write a poem!

Get rhyming with our fun board
game! Similar to snakes and
ladders, roll the die and see
where you land. Can you think
of a word that rhymes within
the time limit? Watch out for
the pesky red squares... 

rhyming game

Find this activity sheet on the next page

future adventures
What do Jace and
Thinker get up to on
their adventures?
Create your own scene!
You could even add some
speech bubbles.

Find this activity on the
next page

Using Eloise
Greenfield's wonderful
poetry as inspiration,
try choosing four
relatives or friends to
write about. Can you
think of adjectives to
describe them?

Find this activity sheet on the next page

https://youtu.be/c4cTBA8g5IA


Rhyming Game
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START

END

up

down

down

up

back 4
spaces

forward
2

spaces

forward
3 spaces

back 4
spaces

boat

cup

cat

sing

dog

fair

zoo

fish

car

shop

sit

penjump

fly

rock

sad

plane

drink

drink

fox

sock ten

red

hat

bat

sit

swim

run
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Choose four relatives or friends to write about. Now think of a word or phrase to describe each character, for example: noisy,
loud, loving, funny, ticklish, always singing, naughty, mischievous, great company.

Using the frame below, have a go at writing your own poem!

My ......... is...
He says...
He sounds like...

My ......... is ...
She loves to...
She is like a...

My ......... is really...
She always...
Sometimes I wish...

My ......... is incredibly...
Yesterday he...
I love that...

Writing Poetry
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Future Adventures with Jace & Thinker
What do Jace and Thinker get up to next? Add a background. You could even add speech bubbles!


